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Every hairsalon and beauty salon that wants to grow must keep up with changing technologies in order to gain a competitive advantage. This includes, but not only the use of a salon information system. In reality, technology can help you lead every aspect of your business. Information systems, virtual imaging, and
physical technologies to protect, texture, and style your customer's hair are just a few examples. Information management programs have something for everyone. There are web-based and desktop programs written specifically for hair and beauty salons, so you don't have to spend time trying to customize a generic
program to suit your business. Although the application you choose determines which options are available, accounting, payroll and financial accounting, inventory control, scheduling, and customer relationship management are among the most common. According to Capterra.com, SuperSalon, Vagaro and SalonBooker
are among the best rated and most popular programs of 2014. All have free trial times and variable pricing structures. Hairstyle and cosmetic imaging technology allows a customer to see an after-style before they start working. It only takes one camera and a few minutes to show a customer how she will look in a variety
of different colors and styles. Most programs have a standard database of hairstyles, glasses and makeup tools, and options to add your own ideas. Some have three-dimensional capabilities. Professional imaging programs are available from companies such as CyberImaging.com and SalonStyler.com. Physical and
chemical technologies meet the most important customer needs. These include devices that reduce static and frizz with active ion technology, ceramic plates in hair straighteners and seamless bristles in brushes and blow-drying. It also includes products and treatments that use heat adjustment and nanotechnology that
enable color processing and conditioning at room temperature instead of a hairdryer. Heat distribution technology and digital heat control provide better heat distribution, reducing hot spots and the likelihood of over-drying, which can cause dry or brittle hair. Social media technology can be a helpful marketing tool.
According to Janet Thaeler, a PR expert, you can start to increase sales after you get even a few likes. Thaeler also recommends encouraging customers to take and post selfies on their own websites as well as on virtual bulletin boards such as Pinterest and Instagram. Ask politely for customers to name your salon in
their photos -- or to have a like offering a free grave bag gift -- can turn photos into valuable word-of-mouth propaganda. Styling hair is a work of love, but it can have a huge payout. Sure, it may take Kim Kardashian a whopping 13 hours to dye her roots, but her luxurious extensions cost a few 6,000 U.S. dollars. Some
celebrity stylists, such as Ted Gibson, are raising 1,200 dollars for a single crop. That's not really the norm, but America still spends 46 billion dollars a year in salons. Despite the huge market, it's shockingly easy for a salon to fail. Without proper financial and legal planning, even the most popular salons will sweep their
last hair off the floor and put a rent sign in the windshield. Opening a salon checklist can help you plan your success. It is the creativity and work that count, but a little business savvy never hurts. Before you open a hair salon, it is important to understand your business model. You start from scratch or buy an already
successful salon? Do you buy a franchise that is usually a steeper investment but has a built-in customer base? You also need to sort your employee structure. A hair salon usually works one of two options. Either they hire stylists as employees who work on behalf, or they have stylists who are independent contractors
who rent a chair. With the latter, stylists carry their own insurance. In the former, you will have to cover employee-related expenses (e.B. employee compensation insurance), but you will make the most profit if you expand. It's possible to have a salon that uses both business models, but it's important never to change the
pay structure once you've started because you're likely to lose your team (and they'll take their customers with you). Regardless of your business model, you need to set your prices competitively. If the prices for your niche are too high, you will have trouble finding customers. If they are too low, you will not be able to keep
the lights on after spending all your hair salon. Most hair salons have different levels based on experience, from junior stylists to master stylists. The more experienced a stylist, the higher the price. At the end of the day, it's a business. There's overhead, bills, employees, etc., says Kristine Murillo, owner of Port Jefferson,
New York's Fedora Lounge. Don't sell yourself for a short time. Know your value! Family and friends can take advantage of you, and some customers may be looking for the next Groupon deal. Stay true to who you are and let them know, if family and friends get a discount, it's you who pay for it. When customers find a
deal, it's because you're slow and trying to keep the lights on. Hairdressing costs can bankrupt a company if they are not properly planned. There is rent, employees, insurance and licenses. Before you open a hair salon, create a business plan to help you stay ahead of the fold. Where does your sales come from, who is
your ideal customer and how do you plan to get the money to make a profit? Your business plan is also your key to financing. Financing. need about six months of operating costs to be safe, and that does not include the start-up costs. If you need debt financing, you can ask friends and family or take out a personal loan.
After a year in business, you can try to secure a loan through a bank or credit union. The location is make or break in the salon industry. You can crash and burn if you're in a place with little foot traffic and too much competition. The average salon is 1,200 square meters, but there is no hard and fast rule. Tony Gordon,
the hairmaster behind Gordon Salons, believes it is the best choice to appeal to a wealthy neighbourhood. Most people will look for a local store for their beauty services, he said. For this reason, you want to make sure that your salon is close to residents with a high disposable income. Wealthier people seem to care less
as the economy slows, and they will continue their normal beauty routine, while customers on a tighter budget will clean up their services. Before I choose your location, I would also suggest driving around to really get a feel for the neighborhood, instead of relying solely on the advice of the brokers. If you are planning to
open a hair salon, you will need some permits. These include an operating permit, an occupancy certificate, a building permit, a firefighting license and a state cosmetology license. If you plan to sell hair products, which most salons do, you also need a retail license. Fortunately, it is usually not very difficult to apply for
authorisations. The requirements can be found on the websites of your state and your municipality. Most accept online applications. A cosmetology license, which may be the defining license in your organization, is harder to obtain. You must attend an accredited cosmetology school, pass an exam, and ensure that you
renew your license as needed. This can cost between 5,000 and 20,000 US dollars. You also need to decide on your company's tax structure. Are you a partnership or will you be involved? Most small businesses start as an LLC or limited liability company. A lawyer can help you decide what best suits your needs.

Opening a salon checklist isnot complete without some killer stylists and staff. These people make your salon your salon. They are the unique reason why people keep coming back, why they are so important. Ian McCabe, whose eponymous salon all the White House Taking care of the cast of Orange Is the New Black,
believes that every salon owner should choose their team with the utmost care. I lost some very important key players early on in my business trip. From then on, I knew I only wanted to start with a select and small team, he said. I have not published any job vacancies on recruitment offices; Instead, I relied on word of
mouth. I me Familiar connections for recommendations and followed a small team that knew that they wouldn't make much money at first, instead hiring a bunch of stylists and colorists to fill a room. Quality over quantity is important to me, and the fact that they get stuck with me through thick and thin means a lot. As far
as the attitude is concerned, you can start absolutely small, just like McCabe. If you want to be a stylist or colorist yourself, you can hire someone to do the heavy lifting with office tasks. This includes scheduling appointments, employee management and the processing of cash. Salons also usually have wizards who
work on shampooing and furnishing things for higher stylists. I didn't know how much energy and effort it takes to manage my employees on their own, McCabe said. That's why you need a support system. Find someone on your team to supervise your employees. I couldn't be distracted. I had to concentrate on my craft,
but I also needed someone to mediate my employees and deal with the internal problems of our salon. All of this goes back to your support system and the setting of the right people. In addition to real estate and cosmetology school, one of the largest Imfront hair salon editions is equipment. The following things should
be on your opening a salon checklist: Salon stations (which include a chair, mirror, storage space and various hair products) shampoo stations with sinks, chairs and storage drying stations for color services furniture such as a desk and sofas for the reception area Smocks for customer products for retail The most salons
have one station per hair stylist, so the cost depends on how many stylists you want to rent. You can usually get a discount on certain salon furniture with your cosmetology license, and you can choose to work with hair product brands to secure wholesale offers on retail stocks. You have made it this far; now it's time to
press the start button. To attract new customers, you need to have a solid marketing plan. This can include everything from groupon deals to a foolproof Instagram and Pinterest strategy. It can help to work with a consultant who understands what it takes to get noticed a new salon. Working with a consultant is worth
every penny, especially if you open your first hair salon, said Gordon, who has expanded his business to four salons across the Chicago area. A consultant can recommend external help and strategies to ensure that every part of the business is perfected.
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